COMPACT Tries the Trials

The COMPACT project is developing a set of training tools in order to cover different aspects of cybersecurity: from “Risk Assessment” and “Security Awareness Training” to “Cyber Security Monitoring” and “Knowledge Sharing”. The ultimate goal of these activities is to inform and raise attention about cybersecurity issues among the LPAs’ staff, enabling their improvement in this respect, both at work and (why not?) at home. However, what is peculiar about this is the gaming approach to training: Civil Servants shall have to deal with such online courses in a very untraditional way. In our mind, this will definitely raise their motivation and interest. Read more

COMPACT in less than 5 minutes!

Watch the project video on youtube

Download the COMPACT Investigator’s Diary and start improving
your organisation’s cyber resilience.

Meetings

- 4th Plenary meeting in Procida – September 2018

Deliverables submitted

- Project Reference Manual (v2)
- Data Management Plan (v2)
- COMPACT Awareness and Education Adaptation (v1)
- COMPACT Risk Assessment Adaptation (v1)
- COMPACT Threat intelligence and monitoring Adaptation (v1)
- COMPACT Community Tool Adaptation and User Profile Development (v1)
- COMPACT Integration
- Trials Setup
- COMPACT Security Awareness Exploitation (v1)
- Public Administration Information Security Sharing Best Practice (v1)

COMPACT Presentations

- L’evoluzione della sicurezza nell’ecosistema 4.0 – Naples, Italy – 21st May 2018
- AML 2030 – Lisbon, Portugal – 10th July 2018
- Naples Shipping Week – Naples, Italy – 27th September 2018
- KU Leuven Internal meeting – Leuven, Belgium – 11th October 2018

COMPACT Scientific dissemination

- How to Protect Public Administration from Cybersecurity Threats: The COMPACT Project
- A GDPR-Compliant Approach to Real-Time Processing of Sensitive Data
- An Approach for Securing Cloud-based Wide Area Monitoring of Smart Grid Systems
- It’s all fun and games, and some legalese: data protection implications for increasing cyber-skills of employees through games
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